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Even though I knew I would not be able to service it properly until I had left the day job, this website 

was put up five years ago to put its foundations in place and make the 3-D zodiac model available. I 

am now free to start a conversation with you through an occasional newsletter, and I look forward 

to your comments back to me on asia@cosmokrator.com. 

I have had several offers from shops to include Cosmokrator in their stock, which I have resisted, 

since I would prefer knowledge about it to spread gradually by word of mouth. If you have liked the 

model, please tell your friends about it, or give one to them as a present! 

I am pretty sure that those who have bought Cosmokrator (Cosmo for short) have constructed it, 

loved looking at it, but then not applied it to their lives. There are several hurdles, the first being to 

read the material on the website and understand how to use it - at a very basic level to start with, 

amongst friends – it couldn’t be easier. Then every year there is a booklet which expands on its 

intellectual and practical potential along different disciplines – an ideal curriculum for children in 

junior school, repeatable at a raised level at both high school and then university – and finally it 

provides permanent keys to Life itself, for ever and ever. 

The next barrier to overcome for those new to astrology is really to learn the symbols for the planets 

and signs. Become a child again and write a line of Venuses, a line of Jupiters, a line of Leos – and so 

on – so they start to become automatic and speak to you like any other alphabet. It is worth 

spending the time (not long) because they are used in the written material and not always spelt out 

as words! 

Perhaps the greatest barrier to using Cosmo is that those already well-versed in astrology will have 

stopped in their tracks fairly soon on realising that I have not followed the tradition where (other 

than the Sun ruling Leo and the Moon Cancer) one planet is the governing influence (the Ruler) of 

two signs: 

Thus:  

Mars traditionally rules not only Aries, but also Scorpio 

Jupiter traditionally rules not only Sagittarius, but also Pisces 

Venus traditionally rules not only Libra, but also Taurus  

Saturn traditionally rules not only Capricorn, but also Aquarius 

Mercury traditionally rules not only Gemini but also Virgo 

Following implicit references in the well-known San Francisco astrologer Linda Goodman’s work (to 

information learned from Charles Musès) though she did not actually take the step of upsetting the 

apple cart as I am doing - I have reinstated to their rightful places planets that went out of use in the 

Christian era, which saw the Death of the Gods. This means we now have a set of up-to-date 

concordances, chiming in perfectly with ancient world practice, where one planet rules one sign.  
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Charles Musès once summed up for me the character of the planetary energies in relation to the 

Energy Circuit of the Universe, as below (where the bulb is Earth!). I find it useful, and i hope you 

will. 

 

As we are on the brink of the Age of Aquarius I believe we should try now to put this system to use, 

since it is infinitely more subtle and accurate when it comes to interpreting horoscopes and events. 

Here are the changes: 

Mars traditionally rules Aries - while the true ruler of Scorpio is Pluto 

Jupiter traditionally rules Sagittarius - while the true ruler of Pisces is Neptune 

Venus traditionally rules Libra - while the true ruler of Taurus is Pan (on the outer edge of 

the Solar System, standing also for the entire planetary system taken together as one body of 

influence) 
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Saturn traditionally rules Capricorn - while the true ruler of Aquarius is Uranus 

Mercury traditionally rules Gemini - while the true ruler of Virgo is Vulcan (even closer to 

the Sun than Mercury, Vulcan the Shaman God is described with a hip out of joint, or 

disabled in other ways from being so close to the Sun, standing for the power behind the 

Universe brought it into a physically formed Creation) 

HYPSOMA PLANET DOMICILE 

SIGN OF 

DEJECTION 

SIGN AND DEGREE 

OF EXALTATION 

TRADITIONAL RULING 

PLANET  
ZODIAC SIGN 

21ST
 CENTURY RULING 

PLANET  

 
  27  VENUS        

TAURUS          PAN            

 TAURUS          

    15  
MERCURY   

GEMINI            
MERCURY    

    3  MOON          CANCER          MOON               

TAIL  OF  

DR AGO N  

  

      3  
HEAD  OF  

DR AGO N 

SIRIUS  

NORTH  NODE  ☊  

SOUT H NO DE   ☋  

DRAGON O F T HE  LU NAR 

NODE S   ☌ AS 

LUNAR  P AT H C RO SSE S 

ECL IPTIC  

ECLIPSE☍  

MOON (O R E AR TH)  

ST AND S I N T HE  W AY 

OF SU N ’S L IG H T  

    19  SUN              LEO                  SUN                  

  
  15  

MERCURY  

VIRGO               VULCAN          

 VIRGO               

   27  VENUS        LIBRA              VENUS            

  
  28  MARS           

SCORPIO           
PLUTO           

 SCORPIO           

    15  JUPITER     SAGITTARIUS    JUPITER        

   21  SATURN      CAPRICORN     SATURN          

 
  21  SATURN      

AQUARIUS     URANUS         

 AQUARIUS     

    15  JUPITER     

PISCES            NEPTUNE      

PISCES            

    28  MARS            ARIES               MARS               

 
SIRIUS VP    POLAR AXI S   POLAR  CENTRE  EARTH           
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This information is summarised and contrasted in the table above. The Exaltation signs for the 

reintroduced planets have not yet been assigned – we need to have more case histories before we 

can be sure of astrological practice here. 

What this information means is that actually people new to astrology will find it easier to take it up 

than astrologers with traditional training who will find it hard to reprogramme their minds. They 

probably won’t have a problem about the reallocation of Pluto, Neptune and Uranus, but will drag 

their feet when it comes to Pan and Vulcan. Yet they ring so true. Pan is the surge of Life Energy 

within the world of nature, so well embodied in the virile Bull, whilst Vulcan is the God of Making 

Things, rather than Thinking Things as Mercury does.  

Releasing Pan in people’s horoscopes points to those with an all-encompassing view of life – people 

who are not limited by family, race, religion or nationality (they are international citizens who serve 

Nature or support the world through farming). Releasing Vulcan in people’s horoscopes validates all 

those people who have a bent not only towards DIY or home hobbies involving sewing or making 

models, but also the millions who work in the large-scale manufacturing and building industries, 

earning their living by the things they make. World society absolutely rests on the efforts of those 

people with a strong Pan or Vulcan. 


